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Abstract

Hexagonal boron nitride is a model lamellar compound where weak, non-local Van der Waals

interactions ensure the vertical stacking of two-dimensional honeycomb lattices made of strongly

bound boron and nitrogen atoms. We pioneer the isotope engineering of lamellar compounds

by synthesizing hexagonal boron nitride crystals with nearly pure boron isotopes (10B and 11B)

compared to those with the natural distribution of boron (20 at% 10B and 80 at% 11B). On the one

hand, as with standard semiconductors, both the phonon energy and electronic bandgap varied

with the boron isotope mass, the latter due to the quantum effect of zero-point renormalization. On

the other hand, temperature-dependent experiments focusing on the shear and breathing motions

of adjacent layers revealed the specificity of isotope engineering in a layered material, with a

modification of the Van der Waals interactions upon isotope purification. The electron density

distribution is more diffuse between adjacent layers in 10BN than in 11BN crystals. Our results open

new perspectives in understanding and controlling Van der Waals bonding in layered materials.
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Isotopes of a given element have the same number of electrons, but their atomic mass

and nuclear spin differ through the number of neutrons. The trivial and prominent effect on

isotope exchange is the energy shift of the vibrational excitations. Still, it was realized early

that isotopically substituted molecules may react at different rates, a phenomenon known as

the kinetic isotope effect [1, 2], showing that the electronic properties also depend on isotope

composition [3]. In solid state physics, a famous example is the discovery of the isotope effect

on the critical temperature of superconductors [4] which led to the realization of the role

of phonons in the formation of Cooper pairs and the development of the BCS theory of

conventional superconductors. The extension of isotopic purification to semiconductors has

further triggered a wealth of fundamental studies in this class of crystals [5]. More recently,

in the context of quantum computation and sensing, the use of isotope engineering has

appeared as an important resource for preserving the quantum information, or encoding a

qubit on a nuclear spin [6–8].

Interest in layered compounds is increasing because of their unique properties at the

monolayer level, and the possibility of assembling them into Van der Waals heterostructures

[9]. Graphite, transition metal dicalchogenides, and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) are

generic examples, displaying the typical strong in-plane binding contrasting with the weak

interlayer coupling due to Van der Waals interactions. As such, they present some sim-

ilarities with hydrogen-bonded systems, where the intermolecular geometric isotope effect

in hydrogen bond is known in chemistry as the Ubbelohde effect [10]. Layered compounds

provide a model test-bed for investigating the impact of isotopic substitution on Van der

Waals interactions. We open here the field of isotope engineering of such crystals with the

example of hBN.

Besides the investigation of fundamental effects, the fabrication of isotopically-purified

hBN crystals was also motivated by their potential applications. For example, the 10B and

11B isotopes are strong and weak thermal neutron absorbers respectively, hence 10B has

many applications in nuclear energy industries [11] and cancer treatment by boron neutron

capture therapy [12]. In the case of hBN, the room temperature thermal conductivity is

predicted to increase by 40% with isotopically pure boron of either type [13]. Isotopically

pure hBN also has polariton lifetimes an order of magnitude higher than hBN with the

natural distribution of boron, due to reduced phonon scattering [14].

Isotopic 10B- and 11B-enriched hBN crystals were precipitated from a molten metal flux
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of nickel and chromium using the process described by Hoffman et al. [15] modified by using

high purity elemental boron-10 (10B at 99.2%) and boron-11 (11B at 99.4%) powders instead

of hBN powder as the source, nitrogen-14 having a natural abundance of 99.6% (Supplemen-

tary Section A). We combined Raman scattering, photoluminescence, and X-ray diffraction

for the characterization of our isotopically-purified hBN crystals (Supplementary Section

A), which are systematically compared to a standard sample NaBN (schematically depicted

in Fig.1(a)) displaying the natural abundance at 20-80% of 10B and 11B, respectively.
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FIG. 1. Isotope mass dependence of vibrational excitations. (a) Honeycomb lattice in

natural hexagonal boron nitride (NaBN) showing the isotopic mixture of boron-10 (red) and boron-

11 (green) atoms bound to nitrogen-14 (blue). (b) Raman scattering spectra in 10BN, NaBN and

11BN, at room temperature. (c) Raman mode energy vs reduced mass µ in hBN: µ−1/2 mass

dependence in the virtual crystal approximation (dashed line), energy shift due to isotopic mass

disorder + µ−1/2 mass dependence (solid line).

I. PHONON ENERGY

The frequency of lattice vibrations decreases with the atomic mass; this universal behavior

is inherited from the frequency (
√
k/m) of the harmonic oscillator. Therefore, when varying

the isotope, the frequency of phonons varies. This effect is the simplest consequence of

isotope substitution, which can be monitored by Raman scattering. hBN is a lamellar crystal

that crystallizes in the P63/mmc space group and contains 4 atoms in the unit cell. The

zone-center optical phonons belong to the E1u+A2u+2E2g+2B1g irreducible representations

of the D6h point group. The E1u and A2u modes are infrared active while the B1g are silent
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modes. Only the E2g modes, which involve in-plane atomic displacements in the hexagonal

layers, are Raman active. Fig.1(b) displays the Raman scattering spectrum in 10BN, NaBN

and 11BN around 1400 cm−1 (170 meV). The Raman line in Fig.1(b) corresponds to the

high-energy E2g mode, in which boron and nitrogen atoms vibrate against each other in the

hexagonal layer [16]. The energy of this Ehigh
2g phonon is 1393 cm−1 (1357 cm−1) for 10BN

(11BN, respectively), with an intermediate value of 1366 cm−1 for the isotopic mixture in

NaBN. In addition to the decrease of the phonon energy with the mass of the boron isotope,

the linewidth is also lower in the isotopically pure crystals 10BN and 11BN (Fig.1(b)). In

10BN and 11BN, the full width at half maximum of the Raman line is 3 cm−1 compared to

7.5 cm−1 in NaBN.

The broadening of the Raman line in NaBN originates from static isotopic mass disorder

that breaks the translational invariance and induces elastic scattering of phonons [5]. This

disorder-induced broadening is the imaginary part of the self-energy due the isotopic mass

fluctuations, the real part being an energy shift of the same order of magnitude as the

imaginary part [17]. In Fig.1(c) displaying the energy of the Raman-active optical phonon

as a function of the reduced mass µ in hBN, we obtain an excellent agreement (solid line)

with our experimental data by taking into account the energy shift due static isotopic mass

disorder (see Supplementary Section C for more details on static mass disorder) in addition

to the trivial mass dependence as µ−1/2 (dashed line) in the virtual crystal approximation

[5, 18]. The energy shift used for the fit (solid line, Fig.1(c)) accounts for the maximum

displacement of 2.5 cm−1 (0.3 meV), i.e. a value comparable to the Raman line-broadening

(Fig.1(b)), consistent with the phenomenology in other compounds [17].

II. ELECTRONIC BANDGAP

Besides the vibrational excitations, the isotope mass also impacts the electronic properties

because of the electron-phonon interaction. A well-known effect concerns the zero-point

renormalization of the bandgap [5]. The electronic states are renormalized to second order

in the phonon amplitude u because of the so-called Fan and Debye-Waller terms in second-

order perturbation theory, but also because of anharmonic terms responsible for thermal

expansion in first-order perturbation. At zero temperature, the bandgap energy eventually
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FIG. 2. Isotope mass dependence of the bandgap energy due to zero-point renormal-

ization. (a) PL spectrum for 10BN, NaBN and 11BN at 8K. (b) Energy of phonon-replicas vs

calculated isotope-dependent phonon energy at 8K. Left inset: energy shift of the phonon replica

in 10BN (blue bars) and 11BN (red bars) compared to NaBN, after subtraction of the isotopic shift

of the phonon modes. Right inset: isotopic dependence of band-gap renormalization δEg. (c)

Temperature dependence of the indirect bandgap: data from Ref.[27] (symbols, where error bars

indicate the standard deviations for least-squares fitting of the emission spectrum), single oscillator

fit (solid line, see text), and high-temperature asymptotic linear limit of the single oscillator fit

with a slope -2kBδEg/Ω (dashed line).

depends on the zero-point vibrations 〈u2〉, the average value being calculated over all phonon

modes. The renormalization of the bandgap at low temperature is thus a true quantum

effect related to the zero-point vibrations. Since the renormalization energy δEg scales as

µ−1/2, isotopic substitution changes the bandgap of a semiconductor at low temperature, as

demonstrated for instance in silicon, germanium and diamond [5].
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This phenomenon was investigated in our isotopically-engineered hBN crystals by photo-

luminescence (PL) spectroscopy. In this wide bandgap semiconductor [19–21], the intrinsic

optical response lies in the deep ultraviolet around 6 eV (200 nm), as seen in Fig.2(a) dis-

playing the PL spectra in 10BN, NaBN and 11BN at 8K. Because hBN is an indirect bandgap

semiconductor [22–25], phonon emission is required for momentum conservation with lu-

minescence. As a matter of fact, the PL spectrum is composed of many emission lines,

reflecting the various paths for recombination assisted by phonon emission. The larger the

phonon energy, the larger the energy detuning with the indirect bandgap at around 5.95 eV

[22], and thus the lower the energy of the phonon replica. In Fig.2(a), the four peaks at 5.76,

5.79, 5.86, and 5.89 eV correspond to the recombination assisted by the emission of phonons

of decreasing energy, more specifically one LO, TO, LA and TA phonon, respectively [22–25].

Upon isotope purification, the PL spectrum is globally blue-shifted in 11BN compared

to NaBN, while it is red-shifted in 10BN (Fig.2(a)). Moreover, the lower the energy of the

phonon replicas, the higher the splitting between the PL lines of 10BN, NaBN and 11BN. The

latter effect is the counter-part, in the phonon-assisted PL spectrum of hBN, of the isotope

mass dependence of the lattice vibrations discussed above. Since the absolute isotopic shift

of a phonon mode increases with its energy, the splitting of the phonon replicas is more

pronounced for the emission lines lying at lower energy.

In order to separate the isotopic shift of the phonon modes from the isotope-dependent

renormalization of the bandgap energy δEg, we have plotted in Fig.2(b) the energy of the

emission lines at 8K as a function of the phonon energy (the weak ZA phonon replica at

5.93 eV being only observable on a log scale [22, 23]). We stress that the complete phonon

bandstructure was calculated for each isotopic composition in order to obtain accurate values

of the vibrational excitations in 10BN, NaBN and 11BN. For each crystal, we obtain a fair

agreement of our experimental data with a linear fit Ei−Evib (solid lines in Fig.2(b)), where

Evib is the isotope-dependent phonon energy and Ei the indirect bandgap energy, equal to

5960, 5958.5, and 5954 meV in 11BN, NaBN and 10BN, respectively. Besides confirming the

isotopic shift of the phonon replicas in hBN, our analysis demonstrates that the bandgap

energy depends on the isotope mass.

The variations of the indirect bandgap Ei with the isotopic composition are more clearly

resolved in the left inset of Fig.2(b), displaying the energy shift of the phonon replicas in 10BN

and 11BN compared to NaBN, after subtracting the isotopic shift of the corresponding phonon
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mode. The average over the five types of phonon replicas (dashed lines in Fig.2(b), left inset)

provides estimates of 1.6±0.2 and -4.4±0.2 meV for the indirect bandgap Ei shift in 11BN

and 10BN, respectively, compared to NaBN. These values are precisely the variations of the

bandgap renormalization δEg with the isotope mass, namely δE11
g −δENa

g =1.6±0.2 meV and

δE10
g −δENa

g =-4.4±0.2 meV. In the right inset of Fig.2(b) where we display them as a function

of the reduced mass, the solid line is a fit as µ−1/2, where the bandgap renormalization in

NaBN is the only parameter (Supplementary Section C). We obtain a value δENa
g =225±10

meV.

In isostructural cubic semiconductors such as germanium, silicon and diamond, the renor-

malization energy δEg increases with the bandgap [5]. Although hBN and diamond are both

indirect semiconductors with a similar bandgap of about 6 eV, δEg is approximately twice

larger in diamond [5, 26], revealing the specificity of the electron-phonon interaction in a

lamellar compound such as hBN.

Furthermore, by estimating δEg in hBN, one gets an instructive insight into the temper-

ature dependence of the bandgap. While the zero-point renormalization energy δEg involves

all phonon modes, there is a phenomenological ansatz approximating the full phonon dis-

persion with a single Einstein oscillator of energy Ω. The thermally-assisted bandgap shift

is then reproduced by using ∆Ei(T ) = −δEg(1 + 2/[eΩ/kBT − 1]) [5, 26]. Adjusting the

temperature-dependent data recorded up to 800K in Ref.[27] (symbols, Fig.2(c)), we obtain

Ω=68±2 meV. Compared to the absolute maximum of the phonon dispersion of 200 meV

in hBN [16], we obtain a ratio of 0.34, significantly lower than the usual one-half found in

cubic semiconductors [5]. Since the Einstein parameter Ω in layered hBN is rather low, this

indicates that the interlayer vibrations (which have lower energies than the intralayer ones)

make a significant contribution to the electron-phonon bandgap renormalization. Still, one

can not exclude that the acoustic phonons might play a more important role in layered com-

pounds than in the cubic crystals discussed by Cardona and Thewalt [5]. The elucidation

of this novel phenomenology will require microscopic calculations of the Einstein parameter

Ω in the framework of the theoretical approaches developed in Ref.[28–30].

The first part of this paper addressed text-book aspects of isotopic concentration on the

properties of semiconductors [5]. The quantitative interpretation of the phonon energy and
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FIG. 3. Shear motion of adjacent layers. (a) Schematic representation of the atomic motion

for the Elow
2g interlayer shear mode. (b) High-resolution Raman spectra for the Elow

2g interlayer shear

mode in 10BN, NaBN and 11BN at 300K. (c) Temperature dependence of the frequency shift for

the Elow
2g interlayer shear mode in 10BN, NaBN and 11BN: experimental data (symbols), fits with a

1/cp power-law dependence of the Elow
2g interlayer shear mode energy with the c-lattice parameter

(solid lines). The dotted lines correspond to a trivial mass scaling as µ−1/2 of the energy of the

interlayer shear mode in NaBN.

electronic bandgap in 10BN, NaBN and 11BN indicates the excellent quality of our crystals.

In the second part of this paper, we focus on new, previously unexplored aspects of isotope

engineering. We investigate the impact of isotope concentration on the peculiar lattice

vibrations of Van der Waals crystals, corresponding to rigid motions of adjacent layers.

III. INTERLAYER SHEAR MODE

We first address the Elow
2g mode, which corresponds to the interlayer shear mode schemati-

cally represented in Fig.3(a). Interlayer shear modes yield low-energy vibrational excitations

in graphite [31], molybdenum disulfide [32], and hBN [16] because of the weak Van der Waals

coupling between adjacent layers. As can be seen in Fig.3(b), the Elow
2g interlayer shear mode

of hBN decreases in energy with the mass of the boron isotope likewise the Ehigh
2g mode, and

at low temperatures it displays energies around 54.5 cm−1 (∼6.7 meV) in the samples with

different isotopic composition.

Regarding the temperature dependence of the interlayer shear mode, this is solely at-

tributed to the positive thermal expansion coefficient along the c-axis. This is in contrast

with the high-energy Raman-active phonon (Fig.1(b)), in which the effects of the negative
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thermal expansion coefficient in the basal plane are overcompensated by the anharmonic

processes [16]. Fig.3(c) shows the energy variations recorded between 10 and 600K for each

hBN crystal. Surprisingly, the thermal red-shift of the interlayer shear mode does depend on

the isotopic composition, with the highest (lowest) variations for 10BN (11BN, respectively).

It is instructive to consider the underlying physics by analyzing the power-law dependence

of the interlayer shear mode energy with the c-lattice parameter. In the case of NaBN, the

thermal expansion along the c-axis was accurately studied between 10 and 600K [33, 34].

The thermal red-shift of the interlayer shear mode fairly reproduces these measurements by

using a 1/cp law, with p=3.6±0.1, as shown by the solid line in Fig.3(c). Such variations stem

from the square root dependence of the phonon energy with the phonon force constant k. It

is itself proportional to the C2n coefficients weighting the 1/r2n terms in the series expansion

of the Van der Waals potential with the interatomic distance, so that one eventually finds

p ∼ n+ 1 (Supplementary Section C). In Ref.[35], Popov et al. used a tight-binding model

with matrix elements derived within the density functional theory, in order to study the

interplay between the repulsive interlayer band energy and the weak attractive Van der

Waals interactions (this issue was also addressed by other theoretical approaches, such as

density functional approximations including non-local many-body dispersion interactions

[36]). In their semi-empirical calculations, Popov et al. found that the C2n coefficients with

n=3 and 4 are the dominant contributions in graphite. Consequently, one expects a 1/cp

dependence of the thermal shift of the interlayer shear mode, with p of about 4 to 5. To the

best of our knowledge, this issue has never been addressed in the literature.

We now come back to the isotopic dependence of the 1/cp law, revealed by Fig.3(c).

Importantly, we stress that the measurements in 10BN deviate from a trivial mass scaling

as µ−1/2 (dotted line in Fig.3(c)) of the energy of the interlayer shear mode in NaBN. On

the one hand, temperature-dependent single-crystal diffraction experiments did not show

significantly different values, within our experimental error, for the thermal expansion along

the c-axis between 10BN, NaBN and 11BN (Fig.S1, Supplementary Section B). On the other

hand, the p-exponent does present a striking dependence on the isotopic composition. The

quantitative analysis of our measurements in isotopically-purified hBN crystals (Fig.3(c))

concludes to a variation of the 1/cp power-law dependence of the interlayer shear mode,

with modifications of the p-exponent from one sample to another. While p=3.6±0.3 in

11BN, it increases to 5.7±0.3 in 10BN, as a result of the larger thermal red-shift observed in
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FIG. 4. Breathing motion of adjacent layers. (a) Schematic representation of the atomic

motion for the B1g interlayer breathing mode. (b) Phonon-assisted broadening ∆ of the PL spectra

in 10BN, NaBN and 11BN: experimental data (symbols), fits of the thermally-induced broadening

(solid lines). Error bars indicate the standard deviations of ∆ for least-squares fitting of the

emission spectrum within the framework detailed in Ref.[40].

Fig.3(c) (see Supplementary Section C for more details on the quantitative analysis). This is

the first indication that the weak, non-local Van der Waals coupling varies with the isotopic

composition.

IV. INTERLAYER BREATHING MODE

The second case of interest is the B1g interlayer breathing mode, schematically represented

in Fig.4(a). This phonon corresponds to the anti-phase rigid motion of adjacent layers

along the c-axis. It has a higher energy than the Elow
2g interlayer shear mode, since the

latter is related to the C44 shear elastic constant while the former to the C33 compression

one, with the natural hierarchy C44 < C33 in graphitic systems [38]. Importantly, the B1g

interlayer breathing mode is neither Raman nor infrared active by symmetry, so that the

direct investigation of this silent mode is not possible by optical spectroscopy [39].

However, the B1g interlayer breathing mode contributes to the thermally-assisted broad-

ening of the emission spectrum in hBN, as recently demonstrated in [40]. Above 70K,

absorption of such phonons is in fact the dominant broadening process so that the study of

the temperature-dependent linewidth in PL spectroscopy provides an accurate measure of

the exciton-phonon coupling for this specific type of lattice vibrations. Fig.4(b) shows the
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PL line-broadening ∆ as a function of temperature for 10BN, NaBN and 11BN. The strength

of the model employed for extracting the linewidth is the use of a single fitting parameter

∆ for reproducing the full PL spectrum of bulk hBN in the deep ultraviolet. As detailed in

Ref.[40], once the low temperature PL spectrum is accurately reproduced with the different,

calculated values of the phonon group velocities, the temperature-dependent PL spectrum

is adjusted by only varying ∆, which is identical for all phonon replicas. This robust fit-

ting procedure allows us to fairly account for the complete set of measurements. As for

the case of the interlayer shear mode (Fig.3), again there is a striking dependence of the

thermal broadening on the isotopic composition, with the highest (lowest) phonon-assisted

broadening for 10BN (11BN, respectively).

The solid lines in Fig.4(b) are fits of the thermally-induced broadening according to

the expression ∆ =
√

∆2
A + ∆2

O, where ∆A and ∆O are the broadenings due to the low-

energy acoustic phonons and the B1g interlayer breathing mode, respectively [40]. ∆A is

the dominant broadening term below 70K, and it is insensitive to the isotopic composition

within our experimental error. In contrast, above 70K where ∆O prevails, the coupling

strength SO to the B1g interlayer breathing mode (Supplementary Section C) increases from

50±10, 70±10 to 115±10 meV in 11BN, NaBN and 10BN, respectively. Such variations can

not be accounted for by considerations neither on the isotopic energy shift of this phonon,

nor on the deformation potential coupling excitons to the B1g interlayer breathing mode

(see Supplementary Section C for more details). Similar to the case of the shear motion

of adjacent layers, we infer that isotope engineering in hBN impacts the lattice vibrations

controlled by the weak Van der Waals coupling between adjacent layers.

V. ELECTRON DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

In the last part of our paper, we demonstrate that the interlayer electronic distribution

itself is affected by the isotopic substitution. This striking phenomenon is revealed by X-ray

diffraction experiments. Electron density maps were determined using the maximum entropy

method (MEM) [41] against X-ray data collected at 125K to 0.4 Å resolution (Fig.5). The

3D isosurface and 2D contour plots show the electron density around N protruding towards

10B and 11B, in accordance with experimental electron density maps determined from powder
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FIG. 5. Electronic density in 10BN and 11BN. Electron density distribution in 10BN (top,

(a-c)) and 11BN (bottom, (d-f)) using the maximum entropy method against X-ray data collected

at 125K to 0.4 Å resolution. (a&d) 2D contour plots in a plane parallel to the c-axis, (b&e) side

view of 3D contour plots with an iso-contour level at 1e.Å−3, (c&f) 2D contour plots in a plane

perpendicular to the c-axis. The iso-contour levels range from 1 to 30 e.Å−3 in steps of 0.5 e.Å−3.

data on natural hBN [42], and also with ab initio calculations [43, 44]. Importantly, the

gridded and expanded maps in Fig.6 show that the out-of-plane electron density is more

spread out (inwards the Van der Waals gap) around both nuclei in 10BN than in 11BN . This

is also quantitatively demonstrated by the larger apparent atomic displacement parameters

resulting from structural refinements using high-resolution data between 0.8 and 0.4 Å (see

Table S2 in Supplementary Section B), which are less sensitive to contributions of delocalized

and/or valence electrons. One paper reported a different electron density distribution in 3D

covalently bound crystals such as 12C and 13C diamond [45]. Our study brings the first

evidence for an isotopic modification of the electronic density in-between layers coupled by

the Van der Waals interaction.

The different neutron numbers of isotopes are expected to induce slight modifications
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FIG. 6. Electronic isodensity contours in a plane parallel to the c-axis. Expanded view of

Fig.5(a&d) for 10BN (a) and 11BN (b). The orientation is identical to Fig.5(a&d), but the vertical

section is between z=0.585 and z=0.915 in cristallographic units of the c-lattice parameter (c ∼

6.6 Å). Contour levels are from 1 to 3 e.Å−3 in steps of 0.5 e.Å−3. Squares in the white grids have

a size of 0.242 Å.

in the electronic wavefunction. Because of the finite nucleus size, the Coulomb potential

experienced by electrons deviates from the case of point-like nuclei, resulting in the so-

called Field shift which increases with nuclear size [46]. The hyperfine effect due to the

deformation of the nuclear charge distribution is however in the GHz range [46], i.e. three

orders of magnitude lower than the characteristic spectral shifts discussed here. Similarly,

the coupling to the nuclear spin (10B and 11B having a spin of 3 and 3/2, respectively) is

another hyperfine phenomenon, leading to the Overhauser shift, but upon optical pumping

so that we can also rule out this possibility in our X-ray diffraction experiments.

The most plausible interpretation for the deformation of the electron wavefunctions in-

between the layers of isotopically-purified hBN crystals goes back to the mass variations

in 10B and 11B nuclei. Our phenomenology resembles the one described in the context of

isotopic substitution in BrLBr isotopomers, where L is an isotope of hydrogen [47]. By

quantum chemistry calculations, a fundamental change of the chemical bonding was estab-

lished from Van der Waals bonding to the so-called vibrational bonding when decreasing

13



the mass of the hydrogen isotope [47]. Even if our whole set of measurements (Fig.3-6)

demonstrate an isotopic tuning of Van der Waals interactions in a model layered compound,

we are probably far from vibrational bonding in 10BN. Moreover, one shall also consider the

coupling of low-energy vibrational modes to collective electron density fluctuations in our

layered compound. As recently demonstrated in a different system, non-local many-body

Van der Waals interactions can lead to a renormalization of the phonon density of states

[48, 49], which may be significant and isotope-dependent in hBN.

Our results pave the way for future experiments in isotopically-engineered layered com-

pounds (graphite being one evident candidate), isotopic heterostructures [50], or isotopic

superlattices for magnetic resonance spectroscopy [51]. Because it is difficult to calculate

weak Van der Waals interactions compared to intralayer covalent bonds, our study should

also stimulate future developments in ab initio calculations in order to properly account for

the isotope tuning of the non-local interactions determining the cohesion of layered com-

pounds.
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spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction.

Data availability

X-ray diffraction data can be obtained from FIZ Karlsruhe, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen,

Germany (fax: (+49)7247-808-666; e-mail: crysdata@fiz-karlsruhe.de, on quoting the de-

position numbers CSD-432896–432903). All other data on photoluminescence or Raman

spectroscopy are available from the authors.
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